Reconstruction of vocational high school physics instructional materials
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Abstract: Instructional materials for static electricity and dynamic electricity for Physics subjects in Vocational High Schools are not in accordance with the scope of the material contained in the Electronics Department: (1) The purpose of this study is to provide an overview of the teaching materials of static electricity and dynamic electricity in Physics in the Electronics Department; (2) Qualitative Content Analysis Method was used to explore the contents of seven book titles with different publishers and is strengthened through interviews with Physics teachers in the Department of Electronics. In the process of analyzing the content of the contents of this textbook used Atlas.ti computer software; (3) The findings show that the content in the Vocational High School Physics books published by several publishers does not yet have specific conformity with the Department of Electronics; (4) conclusion. There are code relating to the content content, researchers only specify it into 39 code titles in the VHS Physics Textbook. From qualitative analysis. The level of compatibility of the content of the material with the 2013 Revised Curriculum was 42.86%, the availability of pictures was 75%, examples of questions from the equations of each series were 85.71%, the suitability of the practical with the Electrical Clump was 14.29%. content conformity with the Revised 2013 Curriculum and electro majors has a slightly low percentage of 42.86%. So in this study, the authors reconstruct VHS Physics teaching materials for the Electrical Department and also make VHS Physics teaching materials for the Electrical Clump.
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Introduction

Recently, PISA (Program for International Student Assessment) has reported that the literacy skills in reading, Mathematics and Science of students up to the age of 15 in Indonesia was still low. The results were influenced by the learning environment, instructional materials and learning disparities implemented by schools and did not meet the PISA demands (Hayat & Yusuf, 2010; Kurnia et al., 2014). Instructional material plays a role to assist teachers in carrying out teaching and learning activities, both written and spoken material (Menteri Pendidikan Nasional Republik Indonesia, 2008). Instructional materials are arranged systematically that allow students to learn independently to acquire knowledge or competencies during the learning process (Levrini et al., 2014). Also, in accordance with its function, instructional materials facilitate teachers to teach the most appropriate content to students in accordance with predetermined learning goals (Fatima et al., 2015).

As one of the factors influencing students' literacy abilities and the quality of teaching and learning (Attri, 2012), the quality of instructional materials needs to be improved. The quality of instructional materials is determined by the ability and skills of teachers to analyze content that
generates from various textbooks (Sorge et al., 2019). Thus, the material presented becomes more concise and easier to be understood by students (Pasaribu, 2017), which in turn can motivate students to actively participate in the learning process (Sekarwinahyu & Rahayu, 2009).

A variety of instructional materials have been widely used in the learning process in Indonesia including modules, textbooks, digital books and other forms (Aji et al., 2017; Dewi, 2016). But in the reality, most teachers are more focused on textbooks as the main learning source (Niswa, 2013; Anisah & Azizah, 2017). From the results of Wilsa’s study (2019), it was found that student achievement using textbooks was lower compared to students who used interactive multimedia or internet. By using textbooks, students cannot develop the knowledge wider because it is only focused on one source of information (Wilsa, 2019). Several attempts were made to improve student achievement, one of the efforts was by increasing teacher skills in selecting proper text books based on profiles, content and conformity to the curriculum (Waloyo & Arrasyid, 2019).

Vocational High School (VHS) is a secondary school level that prepares students to be ready for work. This is mentioned in Presidential Instruction No. 9 of 2016 on Revitalization of Vocational Schools, which represents 70 per cent of the practice and 30 per cent of the theory (Presiden Republik Indonesia, 2016). Subjects are concentrated in three groups: Adaptive Learning, Normative Learning and Productive Learning. Adaptive Learning and Normative Learning are non-vocational lessons given to students in support of productive capacity. While productive subjects are vocational training which are necessary skills given to students in accordance with the chosen program of expertise. Physics subjects are included in the group C1 of the productive subject.

Various approaches to learning Physics at vocational schools place more emphasis on increasing student creativity and critical thinking skills (Lisdianto et al., 2015). In addition, an introduction to learning that places more emphasis on material and interaction is provided for students to better understand Physics (Seung et al., 2012). Throughout this direction, the Physics content to be taught is analyzed in detail in order to achieve the main objective of learning, which include managing student thinking skills and building students' knowledge constructs based on information obtained (Saepuzaman & Karim, 2016). Physics textbooks used by vocational school teachers as one of the references for the preparation of instructional materials must satisfy the level of readability of the material, the ease or difficulty of presenting the material and the attractiveness of vocational physics textbooks by providing pictures or illustrations that could really help in understanding the material (Kusuma, 2018).

The vocational schools in Indonesia comprise several areas of expertise, e.g. Technology and Engineering, Technology and Information, Energy and Mining, Information and Communication Technology, Health and Social Work, Agribusiness and Agrotechnology, Maritime, Business and Management, Tourism, Arts and Creative Industries. (Menteri Pendidikan dan Kebudayaan Republik Indonesia, 2018). Revised at the Vocational School, the Electrical Engineering Expertise Program and the Electronic Engineering Expertise Program have the same basic competencies, thus it is referred to as the Electrical Clusters (Mulyanti et al., 2020).


The content of material in Physics textbooks published by several publishers is generally irrelevant to the curriculum of the Electronic program of Vocational School; most of them still use the curriculum before the 2013 Revised Curriculum (Fajriatin, 2015; Hartono et al., 2013)(Hartono et al., 2013). The Physics textbook for Vocational Schools from the Indonesian Ministry of Education was published on August 17, 2008. The textbook was not in accordance with the 2013 Revised Curriculum (Endarko et al., 2008). The content contained in a book must be derived from the Basic Competencies contained in the applicable curriculum, thus the book can be understood directly by all students (Kurniasih & Sani, 2014). Physics textbooks for Vocational Schools from a number of publishers, even though they have used the 2013 Revised Curriculum, the scope of the material contained therein are
still based on the field of expertise not a group of expertise programs. Thus, there are theoretical and practical materials that are less relevant to the Electrical Engineering expertise.

So far, the reconstruction of Physics textbooks has been carried out, especially for junior and senior high schools (Ding et al., 2011; Fitriyah, 2017). However, up to now, there is no Physics textbook reconstruction available for vocational high school level, especially for the Electrical Engineering. Therefore, this study aims to reconstruct the Electronical Vocational School Physics textbook. The process of reconstructing the textbook is carried out by a qualitative content analysis method with a coding system of each content analyzed (O’Donoghue et al., 2011; Graneheim & Lundman, 2004; Bengtsson, 2016; Brown & Vodopyanova, 2017; Clerici et al., 2013), using Atlas.ti software. The instrument was adapted to the learning model which contains sequential teaching descriptions and content of instructional materials by focusing on the validity of the content and also the students’ metacognition (Brovelli et al., 2013; Taasoobshirazi & Farley, 2013). In order to obtain a deep reconstruction of Physics teaching materials, this study is only limited to the Basic Competencies for Static Electricity and Dynamic Electricity.

Method

The research design in reconstructing Physics teaching materials related to static electricity and dynamic electricity material in the electronics department is depicted in Figure 1 (Boman et al., 2017). Figure 1 shows the research design of teaching material reconstruction which consists of 6 stages. In the first stage, the researcher conducted a literature review that identified national and international journals related to the process of analyzing the content of Physics instructional materials in the middle school level. Content analysis was used as a research method. It employed Atlas.ti software to analyze each content studied. In the second stage, which was collecting data by conducting a survey in the bookstore directly from April to June 2019, the researchers only looked for vocational high school Physics textbooks in the field of technology and engineering expertise and in accordance with the revised 2013 Curriculum. This is because vocational majors in Indonesia consist of ten fields of expertise, including electronics engineering expertise in the fields of technology and engineering. The curriculum that applies in the 2019/2020 school year is the revised 2013 Curriculum. Based on the survey results in the bookstore, the researchers obtained seven vocational Physics textbooks with different publishers. The process of analyzing the content of Physics instructional materials from Vocational Physics textbooks circulating in bookstores and reinforced by the perception of Physics subject teachers who teach in the Electronics department. Instructional material or content that is reconstructed is only about static and dynamic electricity. In the third stage, which include the distribution of invitation letters to become informants sent to public vocational high schools in Indonesia (n = 5) from July to September 2019. School participation is focused on public schools that have electronics majors, this is needed to obtain relevant data with static electricity and dynamic electricity instructional materials at the Vocational Physics course through interviews with Physics teachers. The interview process is carried out directly by the researchers. The researchers submitted questions about 15 question content with three repetitions of interview sessions to obtain consistent answers to the questions asked. The results of the interview with the teacher were analyzed to obtain input related to the textbook used to serve as teaching material, the depth and suitability of static electricity, and dynamic electricity material that might be taken from several titles of the book to be reconstructed.

Content analysis was used to analyze content from textbooks using Atlas.ti computer software. Through this software the code was obtained from computerized content analysis (Evers & Silver, 2014). The content analysis was systematically defined, a technique that can be replicated to co-
press many words of text into fewer categories of content based on explicit coding rules. The reconstruction design of this instructional material was developed through the stages of orientation, elicitation, restructuring, application, and review (Karim et al., 2016). In the orientation phase, schools are chosen based on schools that have electronics majors. After deciding on the school, the informant, namely the Physics teacher in each school, determined: how many numbers of Physics textbooks are used as instructional materials, is there any basic electrical circuit competence in the vocational high school curriculum, how much is the suitability of electrical circuits in the electronics department, how the level of complexity of the book used, the title of the book which is the level of content compatibility is better with the electronics department. In the elicitation and restructuring step, the strengthening and review of the depth and suitability of the instructional materials for the electrical circuits of the book were focused. During the application step, it aimed at finding a formula to reconstruct electric circuit instructional materials starting from the basic material to the core material that is adjusted to the electronics department. In the last stage, which is a review, this stage reviews the results that have been obtained and formulated as a result of the reconstruction of electric circuit teaching materials for Vocational Physics courses.

Results and Discussion
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**Figure 2.** Conformity rating content of static electrical and electrical materials Dynamics

Figure 2 shows the suitability rating of static electricity and dynamic electricity instructional materials based on the results of content analysis. Based on Figure 2. In book 3, the 2013 Physics curriculum student book was the first printed book in 2019. The contents of the material in book 1 were quite complete, according to basic competencies in the 2013 curriculum. The content of the material only discusses the core of the learning objectives accompanied by a concept map, thus the material was quite concise and coherent according to the concept map contained in book 3. Book 3 presents examples in accordance with the daily life contexts accompanied by pictures, thus students have sufficient initial insight to learn the material. However, the 3rd book does not explain the picture in detail. During the discussion, there was no color-coded table and an explanation of the procedures for reading components manually or using a measuring instrument. It does not explain in detail how to solve the problem from the law Kirchoff. From the Book 5, the Physics textbook based on curriculum was printed in August 2014. The contents of the material in book 5 are very complete, according to basic competencies in the 2013 Curriculum. Another advantage is that it presents examples in accordance with the daily life contexts accompanied by pictures, hence students have sufficient initial insight to learn the material. However, in the 5th book, the AC current is discussed in the next chapter. Thus, when students learn about the application of dynamic electricity capacitors, students cannot learn it completely. The color-coded tables and explanations on how to read components manually or using a measuring instrument are not available, even though this is the fundamental for students majoring in electronics to find out the value of these components. When the student participant cannot determine the value and foot of the component, it is most likely that the circuit will not function properly. The book 6 is in accordance with the 2013 Physics curriculum student book and was printed in June 2017. The contents of material in book 6 are very short, but it
is still in accordance with basic competencies in the 2013 Curriculum. The examples of questions in the textbook are very complete. In addition, there were discussions on the National Exam from 1998 to 2016. There is no color-coded table and an explanation of the procedures for reading components manually or using measuring instruments. The book 7 is a Physics student book published by the Indonesian Ministry of Education printed in 2008. However, it still referred to the 2006 KTSP curriculum. The discussion of static and dynamic electricity is divided into two different chapters thus each static electricity material described was quite complete. Unfortunately, there is no color-coded table and an explanation of the procedures for reading components manually or using a measuring instrument. It does not explain in detail how to solve the problem from the law Kirchoff. Based on the description of the seven books analyzed, it can be concluded that there are only 3 Physics books that have been adapted to the revised 2013 Curriculum. While the books published by the Indonesian Ministry of Education are still based on the KTSP curriculum. This has become one of the difficulties for teachers to provide materials that are appropriate to the electronics department using the revised 2013 Curriculum. Thus, the reconstruction of vocational school physics majors in electronics in accordance with the Revised 2013 Curriculum is needed, especially regarding static and dynamic electricity.

Based on the analysis using the Atlas.ti software, it obtained 175 quotations with 175 identified codes. Furthermore, the contents became 39 Title codes in the analysis of the suitability of the contents of the material in the Vocational Physics textbook, five Other code titles are Introduction, Core Competencies and Basic Competencies, Indicators, Learning Objectives and Application of Material Content in everyday life Excerpt to show the relationship Title code contained in the contents of one textbook with other textbooks. The Figure 3 is an example of the results of content analysis of the content of the vocational high school Physics Textbook using Atlas.ti software.

Figure 3. Results of the analysis of the sound of Kirchoff I Law Textbooks in VHS Physics using the Atlas.ti software.

The following figure is a chart of the final results of analyzing the content of the contents of the vocational high school Physics textbook using the Atlas.ti device as a basis for reconstructing the vocational high school Physics teaching materials in the Electronics Department. Figure 4 is a chart of the results of the analysis of the content of vocational high school Physics teaching materials in the electrical department using Atlas.ti. The chart plays a role as the basis for the researchers to compose vocational high school Physics instructional materials that have been reconstructed with the Revised 2013 Curriculum and in accordance with the electrical department.
Figure 4. Chart the relationship between code one with other codes
Conclusion

The results using Atlas.ti software obtained 175 quotations and 175 codes of all content analyzed. Specifically, the codes were related to the content content. The researchers only specify it into 39 code titles in the vocational high school Physics Textbook. According to the qualitative analysis, the level of compatibility of the content of the material with the 2013 Revised Curriculum was 42.86%, the availability of pictures was 75%, the examples of questions from the equations of each series were 85.71%, the suitability of the practicum was 14.29%. The content conformity with the Revised 2013 Curriculum and electro majors has a slightly low percentage of 42.86%. Thus, in this study, the authors reconstructed vocational high school Physics instructional materials for the Electrical Department and also compile vocational high school Physics instructional materials for the Electrical engineering.
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